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reFRAMED tells the story of Jatisura, a small village in West Java, through a series of portraits. I photographed 
senior members of the community and interviewed them about their most precious memories of living in the village. 
The project was conducted with the assistance of the Jatiwangi Art Factory (JAF), a local arts organisation who use 
art to strengthen their community.

The installation of the work at the JAF gallery was done by painting the gallery wall with black paint that acted as a 
chalk board.  Local school students were then invited to draw a frame for each portrait, using a series of symbols and 
colours. The students were also invited to write down their hopes and dreams. The installation was completed by 
writing down the memory quotes from the people portrayed in the photos. This writing was done by various people 
who visited the gallery during the installation. The end effect was that a broad spectrum of the local community 
participated in the work. The exhibition of reFRAMED at JAF shows the children’s stories expressed as hopes and 
dreams nourished by the memories and experiences of the elders.

The presentation in this publication echoes the gallery installation but only focuses on the adults.  You can view the 
exhibition installation via a link at the end of this book.

All photographs are taken at Jatisura Village and surrounding area in West Java, Indonesia 2015.



becoming an elementary school janitor  reading the Qur’an together with residents   proud and happy to care for my husband



when my bathroom was made by the village government  hiking to Cupang mountain to look for gemstones and the gemstones



where not worthless  fighting with other farmers to get water for the rice fields  when i was young I was a buffalo herder



having eight children including twins   frequently eating together with my neighbours  working at the rooftile factory



cooking for husband and family  distributing fruits to different markets and cities in Java  becoming a becak driver for




many customers so that I can live proudly together with my family  born in Jatisura village and knowing the people



when the harvest is plentiful  working for a construction company in Jakarta I was able to afford a house for my family



very happy when I sell out of Cilok  farming since I was young  happy to have nine grandchildren and one great-grandson



when french and dutch people came and built the damn I gave them local food which they enjoyed and they called



me a kind man  proud to see my children grow up and have their own family  happy when I am farming  



happy to have married my wife and to live with her until now  go to the rice field and farm



when I became a truck driver to distribute rice to Bogor Jakarta Tanmggerang and Bandungn I became head of the  



neighbourhood  sold land for the highway  selling cloth and Eid packages and every person in the village knows me



Roman W. Schatz is a Swiss photographer based in Australia. 

A frequent traveller, Roman has a particular interest in capturing 
time and place.  Using the visual language of the photographic image, 
he believes that art is an international language that can be used to 
communicate the humanity that unites us all.


To see more images and a making of video of this project please visit:

https://schatzart.wordpress.com/reframed-at-jaf/


all images © Roman W. Schatz 2015


Contact:

www.schatzblackrose.com

roman@schatzblackrose.com

Thank you to the Jatiwangi art Factory and their staff for 
the ongoing support with this project.


A special thank you to all the people of the Jatisura 
village who allowed me to photograph them. 


